Electrically evoked auditory steady-state responses in a guinea pig model: latency estimates and effects of stimulus parameters.
Cochlear implant speech processors typically extract envelope information of speech signals for presentation to the auditory nerve as modulated trains of electric pulses. Recent studies showed the feasibility of recording, at the scalp, the electrically evoked auditory steady-state response using amplitude-modulated electric stimuli. Sinusoidally amplitude-modulated electric stimuli were used to elicit such responses from guinea pigs in order to characterize this response. Response latencies were derived to provide insight regarding neural generator sites. Two distinct sites, one cortical and another more peripheral, were indicated by latency estimates of 22 and 2 ms, respectively, with the former evoked by lower (13-49 Hz) and the latter by higher (55-320 Hz) modulation frequencies. Furthermore, response amplitudes declined with increasing carrier frequency, exhibited a compressive growth with increasing modulation depths, and were sensitive to modulation depths to as low as 5%.